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MTG MARINETECHNIK GMBH  

Previous services for ARC / PES 

 

FS 1500 “Admiral Padilla Class” (1970s and 1980s) 

 detailed design, building specification as the basis for the construction 

 ship building management, acceptance testing of four vessels 

 survey of electromagnetic compatibility  
 

Requirements Workshop PES (2013) 

 development of (first) PES functional requirements catalogue 

 workshop week in CTG with innovators from COL Navy and Cotecmar 
 

Conceptual Design PES_V01 (2013) 

 development of first conceptual design based on the developed functional requirements 

 elaboration of numerical variants based on adapted requirements to see influence on design 

and costs  

 deliverables: design, cost data, risk data 

 COL Navy and Cotecmar project representatives in Hamburg for coordination and support 
 

Participation in expert workshop in Bogota (2014) 

 discussion, review and adaption of functional requirements 
 

Numerical design workshop (2015) 

 elaboration of a cloud of rough numerical designs 

 balancing functional requirements 

 common understanding of design methods (Cotecmar  MTG) and validation of tools 

 deliverables: main dimensions and characteristics of each numerical design, cost data, 

manning data 

 workshop week in CTG with representatives from COL Navy and Cotecmar 
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Conceptual Design PES_V02 (02/2015 - 2018) 

 development of second conceptual design based on the adapted functional requirements  

 deliverables: design, cost data, risk data, manning concept 

 workshop in CTG; PES / Cotecmar team and MTG design team 
 

Participation in South American fairs (since 2013) 

 frequent attendances at Colombiamar 

 presentations at Seminario Naval and Colombiamar  

 
MTG Marinetechnik GmbH 
The German MTG Marinetechnik GmbH is an independent naval consultant with more than 50 years of experience. The 
engineering company defines as its core business not only conclusive overall ship design concepts but also every aspect that 
supports the procurement process: requirements management, cost analysis, personnel and crew models, simulations as 
well as survivability studies. MTG designs naval ships for several navies and governments with a focus on the early process 
phase. Today, more than 50 experts in the fields of naval architecture, marine engineering, electrical engineering, weaponry, 
telecommunications engineering and computer science work together on projects on an interdisciplinary basis. An 
independent and unbiased consulting is the highest priority for the company to provide the ideal approach for every client. 
www.mtg-marinetechnik.de  
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http://www.mtg-marinetechnik.de/

